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on the other hand, were only occasionally used. Examples
included [2] and [3].
In this study, we would like to explore whether the same
situation would occur in Kanakanavu. Originated from
Kaohsiung City in southern Taiwan, this language is now
spoken by no more than 1,000 people (with fluent speakers
less than 20). Thus, in accordance with the standard of
UNESCO, it belongs to “critically endangered languages,”
which is in serious danger of disappearing.
Politically, Kanakanavu has been classified as southern
Tsou with Hla’alua until recently1. However, the distinction of
these three as separate languages can be traced back to the
Japanese Colonial Era (1895-1945). Investigation of the Tsou
language started quite early. The default word “stress” position
was believed to be on the penultimate syllable, and suffixation
does not cause stress shift [4]. The word “stress” of Hla’alua,
on the other hand, is more complicated. For words made up
with two syllables, it is the penultimate syllable that bears the
primary stress, whereas for words composed of three or more
syllables, primary stress may fall on the penultimate or the
antepenultimate syllable [5].
To the best of our knowledge, Kanakanavu has not yet
been thoroughly studied phonologically. Sound inventory of
this language is believed to be similar to that of Hla’alua, and
preliminary analysis has shown that the distribution of word
prominence in this language is also diverse [6].
In contrast to the traditional classification system as
aforementioned, a new property-driven approach has been
proposed based on a database analysis [1]. Specifically, pitchaccent languages are believed to freely “picked” and “chose”
properties from the tone and stress prototypes. In this study,
we aimed to examine whether the traditional view or the new
approach may better explicate the word prominence system of
Kanakanavu via the analysis of the phonological/phonetic
properties commonly used to differentiate tone and stress
languages. A list of Kanakanavu words consisting of different
number of syllables and contrasting in their position of word
prominence position was investigated.
Prominence type is included as the tone languages usually
have multiple fixed types whereas pitch-accent languages just
few. In terms of phonetic correlates, the perception of word
prominence is believed to be multidimensional. The four most
common psychological dimensions, or acoustic correlates,
include: segmental length, loudness (intensity), fundamental
frequency, and vowel quality, as in [7] and [8]. Among them,
intensity is severely influenced by heterogeneous recording
conditions. As none of the recordings of this study was
conducted in a sound attenuated booth (rather, they were done
in the tribe), intensity would not be included for analysis.
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This study investigated the word prominence pattern of
Kanakanavu, a critically endangered Austronesian language
spoken in Taiwan. Previous studies on the phonetic correlates
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1. Introduction
Phonological typology has been focused on classifying a given
language into the tone-stress continuum. Languages with
word-level pitch features are likely to be categorized as tone
languages, whereas those with word-level metrical structure
classified as stress languages. Given the same phone
combination, tone languages such as Mandarin, are noted for
their multiple pitch shapes standing for various meanings.
Stress languages, e.g., English, on the other hand, are known
for their structural distinction based on multiple cues, such as
pitch height, duration, and intensity. In addition to these two
prototypes (the two extremes of the continuum), based on this
widely accepted classification system, pitch-accent languages
seem to occupy a bizarre status. They are considered as
“defective” tone languages in that although pitch serves as a
crucial cue, they do not form a coherent prototype due to
diverse combination of phonetic cues [1].
Despite that different terms were used (stress vs. accent),
in general, previous phonetic studies have proposed that
Austronesian languages in Taiwan belong to pitch-accent
languages, as pitch was the only cue that is consistently used
to indicate word-level prominence. Duration and other cues,
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Hla’alua and Kanakanavu was certificated as the fifteenth and the
sixteenth aboriginal peoples in Taiwan in June, 2014.
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Vowel qualityy was not incluuded in the anaalysis, either, ssince
there is no vow
wel reduction inn Kanakanavu.
Upon the ttwo remaining correlates, prev
vious studies onn the
phonetic realizzation of stress showed that co
ompared with ttheir
unstressed couunterparts, stresssed syllables usually
u
have higgher
F0 and longerr duration and longer duration [8]. In the ssame
vein, we also expect for a hiigher maximal pitch value forr the
vowels in thee syllable receeiving word prrominence. As for
duration, if it is not consisteently lengthened
d for target vow
wels
(those in the ssyllable assigneed with promineence), Kanakannavu
would be connforming to thee traditional deffinition of a piitchaccent language, as the casees of Saisiyat and
a Paiwan [2]][3].
On the otherr hand, if duuration of the target vowelss is
consistently lengthened, theen the propertty-driven approoach
seem to beetter explicatee the situatiion, as diffeerent
combinations of multiple properties serve as the principlle to
describe this nnew language inn the pitch-acceent system.

A Praat script was written to extract the info
ormation of thee
pho
onological and phonetic labelss in the TextGriid. Data of tonee
typ
pes and their co
orresponding duuration and pittch informationn
werre analyzed as follows.
f

3. Results andd discussio
on
3.1
1. Prominence types
Giv
ven the fact th
hat during thee process of data
d
collection,,
diffferent prominen
nce types seem
med to be heard
d based on thee
author’s impressiionistic observvation, the rellation betweenn
pro
ominence positiion and the maaximal pitch vaalue was firstlyy
plo
otted. As show
wn in Figure 44, though mosst of the wordd
pro
ominence seemed to occur beetween 20% an
nd 80% of thee
targ
get vowel, therre was a subggroup of late prominence,
p
off
which the pitch peeak usually apppeared after 80% of the targett
vow
wels was prono
ounced. The situuation was con
nsistent for bothh
male and female in
nformants.

2. Method
M
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A list of 2-,, 3-, and 4-syyllable Kanakaanavu words w
were
collected from
m a pilot fielddwork. Disyllab
bic words incllude
those those whho receive the word
w
prominencce in either sylllable.
For 3- and 4-ssyllable words,, word promineence may residde in
either the pennultimate or antepenultimate position.
p
Exam
mples
are as shown iin Table 1.
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Figure 2: Rellation between temporal alig
gnment and
maximal pitch
h value of thee vowels receiiving word
prominence (((a): male; (b); ffemale).

Table 1. Exampple of target wo
ords.

o the words wiith different sylllable numbers,,
If we look into
words (Figure 3 (a) and (b)),,
we could see thaat for 4-syll w
most all accentss were pronoun
unced with the high target inn
alm
norrmal positon. That
T
is, for woords assigned with
w either thee
pen
nultimate prom
minence (morre common) or the ante-pen
nultimate prominence (less coommon), they were
w
read withh
the same contour shape. The occa
casional late peaaks observed inn
male informants were
w contributeed by the same informant, andd
thu
us could be considered as iidiosyncratic representations.
r
.
Sim
milar phenomen
non was also oobserved for disyllabic words..
Latte peaks seldom
m occurred and were contributted by the samee
info
ormant (Figure 3 (c) and (d)). It was true forr both male andd
fem
male informantts. As for thee case of 3-sy
yll words, thee
pro
ominence type of
o late peaks on
only appeared in
n the conditionn
of antepenultimate prominence. About 60% off words of thiss
con
ndition were pronounced
p
witth a late peak
k for the malee
info
ormants, and 50% for their feemale counterp
parts, as can bee
seeen in Figure 3 (ee) and (f).

2.3. Data lab
belling and an
nalysis
The Praat sooftware [9] waas used for data
d
labelling and
collection. Forr each sound fiile, six layers were
w
labelled inn the
correspondingg TextGrid filee. As illustrated
d in Figure 1, the
layers includeed the code, ortthography, tonee type, promineence
position and iindividual syllaables/vowels off each target w
word.
The assignmennt of the tone tyype followed th
he tradition of T
Tone
and Break Inddices. Details caan be found in [10] and [11].

Figure 1: IIllustration of data
d
labeling off this study.
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receiving word prominence and its preceding counterpart also
remained constant (at about 50Hz).
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Figure 3: Distribution of prominence types vs. number
of syllables (left column: males; right: females).
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Figure 4: Maximal pitch value of individual vowels in
the target words (left column: males; right: females).

3.2. Phonetic correlates

3.2.2. Duration

Data of the maximal pitch value and the duration of the vowel
receiving word prominence were extracted from the TextGrid
files and plotted separately for the two genders, as shown in
the following analysis.

As difference in the relative durations of vowels in a twosyllable word may change the perceived stress pattern for the
word [7], lengthening or reducing of vowel duration has been
believed to be a crucial perceptual cue for stressed or
unstressed vowels in a stress language. Finally, the duration of
the target vowels and their reference counterparts were
measured and compared. As previous studies have found that
duration did not serve as a consistent cue for Saisiyat and
Paiwan [2] [3], if the contrast of vowel duration between
accented and reference vowels is not significant, Kanakanavu
would be more like those languages (as F0 change is the only
prominent cue for the traditionally defined pitch-accent
languages); on the contrary, if duration between the accented
and reference vowels exhibits differences, then Kanakanavu
would be different from those two languages that had been
examined, as duration was traditionally defined as one of the
features of stress languages.
Results were as illustrated in Figure 5. As can be seen in
the figure, vowels in the prominent syllable were consistently
longer than their counterparts, except for the final one. It was
not surprising, though, as these final syllables served as the
prosodic boundary, of which the feature of final lengthening is
just natural. For 4-syll words, the duration difference between

3.2.1. Maximal pitch value
Figure 4 shows the maximal pitch value of each vowel in the
syllable receiving word prominence. Vowel position was
counted from the position of word boundary, i.e., p-1 stands
for the vowel in the final syllable, p-2 that in the penultimate
syllable, and so forth.
As can be seen from the figure, native speakers of
Kanakanavu consistently used pitch as a crucial cue to indicate
word prominence, as higher F0 was always observed for the
vowel of the syllable receiving word prominence. This was not
surprising, since pitch serves a crucial role for pitch accent
languages.
For words made of the same number of syllables, a
comparable value of maximal pitch was always observed,
regardless of prominence position or informant gender (Figure
4 (a) vs. (b), (c) vs. (d), and (e) vs. (f)). Moreover, as shown in
the figure, the difference of maximal pitch between the vowel
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the target vowel and its preceding counterpart was comparable.
For 3-syll words, the absolute duration of the target vowels
was comparable. As for disyllabic words, the difference was
relatively small for the condition of penult prominence. This
could possibly be attributed to the confounding effect of final
lengthening.
In general, the final lengthening effect was slightly larger
in female informants, at least in the 3-syll and 4-syll
conditions.
Thus, different from what has been found for Saisiyat and
Paiwan, duration served as a robust cue to indicate word
prominence in Kanakanavu. This imposed a question that
whether Kanakanavu conforms to the traditional definition of
a pitch-accent language, as only pitch contrast should be
included in that sense. On the other hand, the new propertybased approach seemed to offer a more flexible account for
describing Kanakanavu—it is a pitch-accent language showing
both pitch and durational properties.
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Figure 5: Duration of individual vowels in the target
words (left column: males; right: females).

4. Conclusions
In this study, the word prominence pattern of Kanakanavu was
investigated for the first time. An analysis on the 2-, 3- and 4syll words of this language showed that different from what
have been found for other Formosan languages, in addition to
maximal pitch value, durational cues are also used consistently
to indicate word prominence in this language. Contradictory to
the traditional definition of a pitch-accent language, this
important finding could be accounted for by a broader pitchaccent system using a property-based approach.
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